
 



Registrations for Collage competition 

Sr. 
No Class Members Names of Members Topic 

1 BCA Sem 1 1 Vidhi Patle Aazadi ka Amrit Mahotsav  

2 

BCA Sem 3 

 4 Misba,,Megha, Mahek, Mayuri 

Robotics and Artificial 

intelligence  

3 BCA Sem 5 4 

Riya Agase Vaishnavi Dayare , 

Prajal Kotte , Vaishnavi Hinge Bollywood  

4 BCA Sem 1 1 Shreya Beti Bachao Beti Padhao 

5 BCA Sem 1 3 

Tanvi Joshi, Amodini Surjikar, 

Sargam Raut 

 

Robotics and Artificial 

intelligence  

6 BCA Sem 3 3 

Unnati Hedau, Dnyaneshwari 

Hanwate, Aakanksha Mokhriwale Olympics 

7 BCA Sem 3 4 

Kumudini Nimje Himanshu patle  

Mayank chikate, Kunal uikey   

When we will get justice ? 

Plestian and Israil war 

8 BCA Sem 3 3 

Aachal Bawankar,Shravani Bhagat, 

Digambari Lende Mission Chandrayan  

9 BCA Sem 5 2 Utkarsha walde, Sonali patil . Beti bacho, beti padhao  

10 BCA Sem 1 3 

Ketki ujjawal dhotre,   

Purwa Ashok Ganvir   

Janvi Dilip Yerpure      Woman empowerment 

11 BCA Sem 3 1 Akash Gupta  Olympic  

12 BCA Sem 5  1 Nisha Lashkar  Beti bachao beti padhao  

13 BCA Sem 3 4 

Alisha Bawane  

Aryan Rathod  

Aditya kosare  

Shweta Ashtankar  OLYMPICS  

14 BCA Sem 1 6 

Sahil pilare  

Amol patle  

Mayur barve   

Prajwal chaudhari  

Anshul dhoble   

Shreyash meshram     Digital India 

15 BCA Sem 3 2 Sweta bhagat kumud Tumane  Child labour  

16 BCA Sem 3 4 

Misba pathan 

Megha patle  

Mahek shyamkul 

Mayuri ambule =8805748868 Farming technique  

17 BCA Sem 5 1 Neha Jadhav - 9130584867 Har ghar tiranga  
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BCA department has organized collage making competition on 1
st
 April 2024 for students of 

BCA Sem II, Sem IV and Sem VI in BCA Lab from 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm. The topics for 

Collage competition were Azadi Ka Amrut Mahotsav, Har Ghar Tiranga, Digital India, 

Unity in diversity, Bollywood, Olympics, Women Empowerment , Current Technologies, 

Cultures of India and child labour etc. 

The objective of this competition was to showcase, student’s talent and creativity and also to 

encourage them for team work. The students were participated with full enthusiasm. 

Forty Seven students participated in collage competition and there were total 17 collages. 

Students worked hard and made wonderful collages and also presented in a good manner. 

The judge for the competition was Dr. Ankit Banpurkar, Assistant Professor, Department of 

English. The criterion for judgement was creativity, image quality, overall design and theme 

based. 

The event was coordinated by Dr. Harshala Pethe and Mrs. Shama Khan. 
 

Head of the department Dr. Prashant Yende and all the faculty members Mrs. Priyanka Soitkar, 

and Javed Shah worked hard for making the event successful. 

 

All the students participated with full enthusiasm and really enjoyed the event. 



Winners of the Collage competition declared by judges were as follows:- 
 

Sr. 
No Class Members Names of Members Topic 

1 BCA Sem 5 2 Utkarsha walde, Sonali patil . Beti bacho, beti padhao  1
st

  

2 BCA Sem 3 4 

Alisha Bawane  

Aryan Rathod  

Aditya kosare  

Shweta Ashtankar  OLYMPICS   2
nd

  

3 BCA Sem 3 4 

Kumudini Nimje Himanshu patle  

Mayank chikate, Kunal uikey   

When we will get justice ? 

Plestian and Israil war        3
rd

  

 

 

Winners of the Collage Competition 
 

  

1
st
 Prize: Beti bacho, beti padhao   2

nd
 Prize: OLYMPICS 

 
3

rd
 Prize: Har Ghar Tiranga 



Glimpses of the event 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  



Feedback Responses 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



Feedback from participants 
 

 

 

 

 Excellent 

 Thanks to college for organizing this competition... Because of the competition our creativity, knowledge 

gets stronger... 

 It was a great experience, I really enjoyed it. And i would like to participate in such Enjoyable and 

informatics competitions in future 

 Good, informative 

 Good 

 The competition is amazing we enjoyed it so much .In future I want all such type of competition to 

increase the creativity level. 

 Very good and excellent 

 Overall we all enjoyed the process of getting together and creating something out from our imagination. 

 This competition is very excellent and give the chance for students to perform their creativity 

 It was really fun to participate in this competition. I would like to participate in such competition in future.... 

 I enjoy participating 

 Competition was very interesting. I liked it because we get the chance to show our creativity. 

 Enjoyed 

 The agenda behind this competition is to develop a team work spirit in students as I believe. What I 

personally like is the subjects we get for the collage competition, always innovative, we as a participant 

gets very wide space to include, improve, present very strong message through our collage. I love the 

collage competition, it enhances my creativity, i would like to participate in many such competition . All the 

judgments and appreciation have boosted my confidence. 

 The themes of the competition were really informative and creative. I love the themes. 

 It's was great being part of this competition. We really enjoyed lot. 

 The Competition was really good that we are really satisfied with our hard work for this collage. Thanks To 

all of our Teacher staff for motivating us and arranging this kind of Competition for Improving our some 

hidden inner talents.... 

 I enjoyed this competition Also I hope to more students to join this competition .... Because competition is 

not only for wining but also for learning new things in some fun way 

 It's was really good experience 

 It was the best competition and we got to learn so much from this 

 Had a very good experience while participating and got to learn many more things. 

 It was a very event 

 program was amazing 

 Such a excellent event 

 Excellent 

 Got to learn a lot and also was able to convey my thoughts and opinions 

 Excellent 

 They have not told us to explain them..that's why the competition as go not in fair manner 

 Areas of improvement should be discussed with the participants 

 Very enjoyable and knowledgeable 

 I enjoyed and learn soo much... The main thing due to COVID .... I have lost my confidence and 

concentration power but in that event I bring that power again ... 

 It was superb experience of Time Management and Gaining Knowledge. 


